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Learn, Earn, & Connect
The CI Portal is your one-stop shop for making every 
install job a stunning success. Complete with a variety of 
tools and support materials such as training assets, 
product information and incentives, you’ll be well on your 
way to sealing the deal and earning rewards in the process!

+ More!
Stay in the know of what’s happening in the CI 
community and get help from the right people.
• Monthly Newsletter • Service & Technical Support

SPIFF
Reap rewards by logging in to catch the latest incentives, 
updated monthly and only available on the CI Portal.

Contact us at the 
CI Support Line.

EMAIL
custominstall@lge.com

PHONE
(833) 288-8397

HOURS OF OPERATION
Mon – Fri, 9am – 5pm ET

Register for the CI Portal now and take advantage of all these benefits!
https://tinyurl.com/a3rwa2eh

Knowledge Bank
Get all the supplemental materials you need 
on LG products to support every project.
• Spec Sheets  • Owner’s Manuals
• Mechanical Drawings • CAD Drawings
• Guides   • Brochures

Online Portal for Custom Installers

Training Assets
Access an assortment of educational content to stay 
informed and excel in client interactions. Plus, cash in 
points for taking trainings at the Rewards Store. 
• Training Modules  • Training Webinars
• Videos   • Podcasts
• One Pagers

Best in TV and Integration Solutions
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For the ultimate 
home entertainment 
experience,
look to LG Custom Install. We partner 
with you to fully transform any space 
by integrating our award-winning 
products—premium OLED and QNED 
MiniLED TVs, LED 4K UHD projectors, 
and sound bar systems—with 
installation and service that are 
second to none.
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Exclusive  
Membership Support
The CI Pinnacle Program assists custom installers with 
the integration of our best-in-class products. We work 
with the most trusted names in home integration and 
automation. Members enjoy exclusive pricing, online 
learning tools and materials, technical support and 

job more seamless. The Pinnacle Program offers two 
membership levels based on gross sales. Check out all the 

Contact Us
To learn more about the Pinnacle Program, 
contact us at the CI Support Line.

Email
custominstall@lge.com

Phone
(833) 288-8397

Hours of Operation
Mon – Fri, 9am – 5pm EST

$

$

Pinnacle 
Pricing

Price 
Protection

On-site 
Training

V.I.R. 
Program

LG CI Dealer 
Referral Program 

Listing

Marketing Support for 
Promotional Assets 

(Product Images)

Showroom Demo 
Allowance

Enhanced  
Service Program

CI Dealer 
Logo for Store 

Entrance
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LG gives you the best home entertainment 
options on the market with a collection of top-
tier products perfectly suited for every space. 
Each device comes CI-ready with integrated tech 
made for seamless installations. 

Premium Device Integration
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PROJECTOR PROJECTORS

Optimal Quality 
Viewing
Take charge of your home cinema! This 
all-around projector responds to the 
environment and the type of content 
you’re viewing, making auto adjustments 
that enhance your viewing experience. 

KEY FEATURES
• 4K UHD (3840 x 2160) Resolution – With 8.3 

mega pixels, LG CineBeam delivers impeccable 
precision and detail on up to a 300-inch screen 
for the deepest blacks and accurate color 
reproduction. 

• Iris Mode – Switch between Dark Room and Bright 
Room Mode depending on the lighting condition.

• Adaptive Contrast – Provides more depth with a 
high contrast ratio so that bright scenes appear 
brighter, while dark scenes showcase deep blacks 
and shade detail.

• Lens Shift & Zoom x1.6 – Install the device 
virtually anywhere and set the screen to the 
exact size and location.

• HDR10 & HLG – HDR pro* improves quality 
by highlighting both bright and dark details—
compatible with HDR industry standards.

• CI Features – This projector is ready with 
the latest technologies for home cinema 
specialists including IP Control, WiSA, HDMI 
2.1, AutoCal, and 12v Trigger.

LAU810PB LG Cinebeam 
AU810PB
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The Ultimate  
LED TV

what’s possible from an LED TV. Enjoy rich 
color and contrast that pushes the limits 
and transform the most detailed scenes 
into visual masterpieces.

KEY FEATURES
• MiniLED Backlight – Tiny LEDs offer more 

detail, a brighter picture, and an ultra-high 
contrast ratio for smooth, life-like images.

• Quantum Dot NanoCell Color Technology – 
Quantum Dot and NanoCell Plus combine to 
deliver richer, more accurate colors.

TVs
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• Full Array Dimming Pro – Unique dimming zones 
deliver precise backlit control and an ultra-high 
contrast ratio.

• Slim Mount* Design – Minimal bezel and a thin 
body that’s perfect for mounting to your wall.

* Sold separately, not compatible with 65” screen size.
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT

LG QNED Mini-LED TV

HOME ENTERTAINMENT

* Class size: See below for details. 

Our Ultimate LCD TV.
Synergy in light and color and smooth action of 120Hz refresh rate. QNED Mini-LED ushers in revolutionary brightness and contrast with miniLED 
in tandem with the maximum color of Quantum NanoCell Color Technology. Smaller LEDs maximize precise luminance, a higher level of contrast for 
more brilliant colors and deeper blacks due to increased dimming zones. Coupled with slim design, and our a7 Gen4 AI Processor 4K to optimize 
every scene. 

DESCRIPTION

QNED90UPA Series
LG QNED MINI-LED TV QNED90

86" 75" 65"

•     QNED Mini-LED Display

•     Quantum Dot NanoCell Color Technology

•     Mini-LED Backlight

•     120Hz Native Refresh Rate

KEY FEATURES

Discover vivid resolution.
The LG Quantum Dot NanoCell display combines 
NanoCell and miniLED technology for brilliantly bright 
colors and a higher contrast ratio for deeper blacks.

QNED Mini-LED Display

Don't miss the action.
LG TVs are great for watching your favorite sports or playing your favorite games 
thanks to a 120Hz native refresh rate – the highest native rate for 4K.

120Hz Native Refresh Rate

Marvel at stunning color.
A color innovation that needs to be seen. Two color 
technologies – Quantum Dot and NanoCell Plus – 
combine to deliver a more stunning picture with richer, 
more accurate colors.

Quantum Dot NanoCell Color Technology

See new depths of color.
Catch every detail. Full Array Dimming Pro's unique dimming zones deliver precise 
backlight control and an ultra-high contrast ratio for deeper blacks and more vivid 
colors for an impeccable picture.

Full Array Dimming Pro

Mini makes a big difference.
New MiniLED technology is a giant leap forward in LCD 
TV. Tiny LEDs offer a more detailed control, a brighter 
picture and an ultra-high contrast ratio for smooth, 
life-like images that seem to jump out of the screen 
and into your room.

Mini-LED Backlight
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